Installation Instructions:

When hinge (Surface or Concealed) is fully installed with all top surfaces aligned, place HAGER TIPIT® angled block against frame centered above and resting on top of hinge. NOTE: There should be no gaps between top hinge surfaces and HAGER TIPIT®.

Mark hole locations and drill pilot (5/32" drill) holes in frame face. Secure HAGER TIPIT® to frame with security screws provided.

Disclaimer:
This product is designed only as a "deterrent" to hanging objects from the top hinge surface. HAGER COMPANIES assumes no liability due to improper installation or injury resulting from tampering with the applied products. Sharp edges may be present at the bottom portion of the applied hinge. It is recommended that these sharp edges (if present) be filed to rounded edges or that a heavy bead of construction adhesive, epoxy putty or the like be used to fill around said edges.